A part of the crystal structure is shown in the figure. Tables 1  and 2 contain details on crystal structure and measurement conditions and a list of the atoms including atomic coordinates and displacement parameters.
to room temperature, colourless block crystals of the title complex were obtained.
Experimental details
The carbon H-atoms were placed in calculated positions (C-H phenyl or triazolyl = 0.93 Å) using a riding model (AFIX 43 or AFIX 137 option of the SHELX program [11] [12] [13] , and were included with U iso (H) = 1.2Ueq(C). The water H-atoms were placed in calculated positions (O· · · H = 0.85 Å), and were included with U iso (H) = 1.2Ueq(O).
Comment
The exploration of alkali-metal complexes has attracted significant interest, due to its potential application in catalysts [5] [6] [7] [8] . The exo-multidentate compounds are often employed as ligands to produce polymeric networks due to their rich coordination sites and various coordination modes [9] [10] [11] [12] . Recently, our group studied the reactions of 4-(1H-1,2,4-triazol-1-yl)benzoic acid (HL) with silver, obtaining a series of coordination compounds [13, 14] . As a follow up study, we report the title complex.
The title complex consists of two Na(I) ion, two L ligands and six coordinated water molecules. Each Na(I) is fivecoordinated by one N atom from L and four O atoms from four water molecules. The Na-N distance is 2. coordination environment is a distorted trigonal bipyramid, since the N-Na-O and N-Na-O bond angles in the trigonal plane are in the range of 78.13 − 160.18°. The water O5 atom acts as a µ 2 -bridge linking the Na(I) centers into a the dinuclear complex. Intermolecular hydrogen bonds link dinuclear complexes into a three-dimensional supramolecular framework.
